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I’ll be presenting our national project to develop national mitigation options for Chile’s role in confronting climate change. Of course, a very important part of this project is the construction of a national basline and specific options for the mitigation of climate change in CHileAfter a brief introduction of the pproject, I’ll speak directly to the paper by giving as much insight as possible on how we are approaching what the paper calls the “key elements” of setting baselines



National Context 

Past 
• Emisions of CO2e in Chile have increased 232% in the last 16 

years, highly coupled with economic growth 
 

Present 
• Chile has a pledged under the UNFCCC to achieve a 20% 

deviation below BAU by 2020, as projected from the year 2007 
• Chile has signed the OECD’s Green Growth Declaration 

 

Future 
• Results from COP 17 indicate that Chile could assume a legally 

binding mitigation commitment in the future regime to be 
agreed in 2015 

• Chile strives to maintain its international competitiveness 
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Why are we carrying out national project to develop mitigation options for addressing climate change?(This is related to the papers question, why are emissions baselines important?)



What is MAPS-Chile? 

MAPS-Chile is: 

• A government-led project, with a 
signed ministerial mandate from six 
Ministers  

• A multi-stakeholder, participative 
process  

• Based on nationally-led analysis and 
modeling by an expert research team  

• Aimed at generating scenarios of 
economic development to 2020, 2030 
and 2050 characterized by low 
greenhouse gas emissions 

 



MAPS-Chile Process 

A 2-year process 

• Year 1 focuses on the construction of the national baseline 

• Year 2 focuses on the construction, analysis and discussion of 
mitigation scenarios 

• Final stage of the project focuses on high-level outreach 
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Backround and expertise in Climate ChangeThoughtleaders in their fieldsVision and creativityDon’t represent their companies



MAPS-Chile Process 

Process Characteristics 

• Monthly meetings of the Ministerial Steering Committee 

• 6 total meetings of  the ~70 person Scenario Building Team, a 
permanent group of stakeholders (advisors) chosen based on a 
specific criteria 

• Permanently being supported and “fed” information by the 
permanent research team and publicly bid studies 

• Facilitated and mediated by a full-time professional facilitator  

• Supported financially by donors and technically by the MAPS 
team in South Africa and the Danish Government 
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MAPS-Chile Results 

1. Web page and knowledgement management system 

2. “Library” of mitigation actions 

3. 2007-2050 “growth without restraints” emissions projections  

4. Exploration of national alternatives for contributing to the 
global required by science scenario 

5. Scenarios with specific action plans for GHG mitigation 

6. Strategic evaluation of specific plans 

7. Visualization of results using an interactive tool 

8. Possible development of an online simulation tool  
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The resulting analysis, reports and official communication of the process will serve as the technical and political foundation for important political decisions:Oficial baseline for Chile’s existing national pledge for 2020Form and magnitude of Chile’s possible legally binding commitment under the Durban Platform 
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A specific mitigation 
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As projected from 2007  

2012 2020 2030 2050 

Key Elements:  
Initial year for projection and time frame 
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Base year and time frame:“Base year” or “year as projected from” = 2007Time frame: Pledge is a snapshot for 2020 (but we will be calculating all years up to 2020 – what we submit to UNFCCC is TBD)



Key elements:  
Scope 

Sectors 
considered 

Transport and urbanism 

Generation and transport of electricity 

Mining and other 
industrial processes  

Forestry and land use 
change 

Agriculture, livestock 
and land use change 

  

Comercial, 
public and 
residential 

consumptions 

Waste  
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All relevant productive sectors in the country that emmitt GHGsVery much in line with IPCC sectorsTaxonomy sectors being analyzed independently in various independent studies – but sharing the same variables



Key elements:  
Assumptions related to key drivers 

• Original proposal from MAPS-Chile Research Team 
• SBT advised the formation of a working group on parameters 
• Very linked with the questions of when and how to treat domestic policy 

measures or early actions 
 
Key Drivers 
- GDP: Four scenarios (pessimistic, moderate low, moderate high, 

optimistic, “view in 2010”) 
- Population Growth: Projections from the National Statistics Institute, SBT 

recommended sensitivity analysis from 2030-2050 
- Nominal exchange rate: analysis by Research Team together with the MoF 
- Fuel prices:  Scenarios to be estimated by the National Energy 

Commission and others 
- Rate of adoption of low emissions technology: sensitivity analysis to 

consider a range of values 
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Key elements: 
Treatment of domestic climate policies 

• In its second meeting, the SBT requested for a proposal from 
the Research Team on how to treat domestic climate policies 
in the emissions projections 

 

Current Proposal 

• To consider a wide range of  policies, programs, measures, 
actions that lead to GHG reductions 

• To consider plans, actions and measures that had entered into 
force by December 31, 2006 
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In Chile, norms enter into force when they are published by the official national newspaper (Diario Oficial)Nevertheless, the norm itself can include a deferred entry into force or lay out specific conditions to be met for it to enter into force(ex 1. Existence of new institutionality, including competencies, atibutions, functions, etc. ex 2. When the norm depends on a subsequent reglamento)



Top down 

Bottom up 

Key elements: 
Modeling framework  

Evolution of economic modeling over time 

Energy sector  => Ex.  LEAP 
Transportation sector =>Ex.  MODEM 
Forestry sector => Ex. Excel 

Sectorial 
Analysis 
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Projections will not be done through simple extrapolationThey will be done through more complex modelling, built up by sector by sectorThe MAPS Chile project is considering three economic modelling alternatives – that are complementary, not mutually exclusiveThese models are in line with the objectives of the project and specifically, the questions it has been mandated to respond toAs such, we have determined that we should be using a Dynamic Stochastic General Equilibrium Model (DSGE) – but there are different alternatives with different time horizons that must be consideredAugust 2012 – January 2013Iterative Dynamic Stochastic General Equilibrium ModelIteration between results of a macroeconomic model and the results of the energy models to be devleoped throughout the project (that arise from macroeconomic assumptions)Ministry of Finance already has its DSGE (based on a model developed by economists at the Central Bank of Chile in 2007) which does not include the energy sector)The energy modeling results will provide inputs (prices) obtained by the energy modeling of MAPS – which will provide new macroeconomic parameters that will, in turn, feed into the energy models => Done in an iterative manner until convergence in resultsThis modeling will be done by the Ministry of Finance with the research team – Si o si2. Multi-sectoral Dynamic Stochastic General Equilibrium Model September 2012 – August 2013Multisectoral DSGE models are on the cutting edge of economic modeling – this has an element of academic exersizeAllows you to disagregate sectors of the economy – and to define their relationships with one anotherMost complex, but also the most interesting for the project and the Ministries involvedTo develop this model, we will be looking to purchase or adopt an existing model or to hire a full time modeling expert capable of programming the model 3. Extended DSGE ModelDecember 2012 – August 2013An extension of the Ministry of Finance’s DSGE Model – through the inclusion of an energy sector that interacts with the sectors already in the modelThis implies making structural changes to an already programed and functioning model – which carries risksConditioned on advancing in the multi-sectoral model – during which the team will evaluate the possibility for success



Other issues 

• Uncertainty and sensitivity 

– Sensitivity analysis will be carried out for ‘key drivers’ as previously 
described 

– Clear approach to inclusion of policies 

– The resulting portfolio of scenarios will help build international confidence  
 

• Consultation and/or review of baseline scenarios 

– ICA of Chile’s BUR 

– Possible 3rd party analysis after the project concludes 
 

• Updating baseline projections 

– Currently no plans to update the baseline after MAPS-Chile concludes 

– Presidential election in Chile at the end of 2013 

– Updating would require a source of financial resources 
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(Paper suggests updating baselines after political changes, maybe only updating some parameters, or even setting a fixed time schedule for updating or setting a “trigger value” that could signal the need for an update – me gusta lo del trigger value  en un mundo ideal – pero de todas maneras voy a resaltar que una actualizacion reqerira  de recursos financieros y apoyo politico) ESTOY DE ACUERDO.



Lessons Learned (so far) 

• Invest in a high level, wide-reaching political 
mandate 
– Ministry of Finance as the critical player 
– Focus on economic competitiveness as driving factor 

• Invest in setting up a credible, transparent, 
process with a neutral facilitator 
– Careful stakeholder selection 
– Rules of the game 

• Invest in credible, transparent state-of-the-art 
research 

 
 



Thank you 
 

 

 

Alexa Kleysteuber 

akleysteuber@mma.gob.cl 
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29th and 30th of March – first SBTToR: Baseline (growth without constraints) and required by science
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